COMMENTS

RESPONSES

CO-1

Comment noted. See Topical Response: General Plan Amendment and
Subarea Boundary Adjustment CEQA Analysis and Response AD-5
regarding the Project community character consistency.

CO-2

Comment noted. The need for a GPA is addressed in Topical Response:
General Plan Amendment and Subarea Boundary Adjustment CEQA
Analysis. See Responses K-11b, AD-3 and BH-3 regarding Eden Valley
lots near the Project that are less than 1 acre in size. See Response U-2a
regarding the clustered nature of the development and planned benefits
of that consolidation. Also see Responses AF-23 and CC-22 regarding
Project retaining walls, and Response AF-22 regarding manufactured
slopes. In general, use of retaining walls results in reduction in grading
footprint, and can result in preservation of additional habitat above
perimeter walls as grading for (otherwise required appropriate slope
gradient) can be eliminated. Response AG-1 provides information
relative to street lights. Fencing and cul-de-sacs are addressed in
Responses U-2a and AD-5, which also contain information relative to
some of the other specified concerns noted here in more general terms.
Additional information regarding consistency with community character
is addressed in Responses G-7 and I-65.

CO-3

See Topical Response: Fire/Evacuations regarding fire evacuation.

CO-4

See Response K-160b regarding the Mission Road/Auto Park Way
intersection, Response I-61 regarding SPRINTER impacts and the
County Club Drive/Auto Park Way intersection, Response A-7 regarding
the SR-78/Nordahl Road intersection, and Topical Response: Fire/
Evacuations regarding fire evacuations. The Barham Drive/Mission
Road intersection was analyzed in the Project TIA and impacts were less
than significant.
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CO-4
cont.
CO-5

The Project would provide mitigation along Country Club Drive from
Auto Park Way to Kauana Loa Drive by implementing intersection
improvements at the Country Club Drive/Auto Park Way intersection,
and providing left-turn pockets onto Project access roads at Eden Valley
Road, Mount Whitney Road, and the two future access driveways to
improve operations along Country Club Drive. For pedestrians, at the
north end of Country Club Drive south of Auto Parkway the Project
would install a 5-foot wide sidewalk for approximately 830 feet on the
west side of the street. This would connect two currently disconnected
sections of sidewalk; one extending approximately 220 feet southerly
of Auto Parkway, and one extending approximately 1380 feet north of
the intersection of Country Club Drive and Hill Valley Drive. A 6-inch
curb and gutter would be located between the sidewalk and street
pavement. As necessary, and focused on the area in the southern third of
the improvement, some downslope grading would occur from the back
of the sidewalk to existing ground. Three above-ground power poles in
this area would be relocated west of the sidewalk or protected in place.
On the east side of Country Club Drive, paralleling the new sidewalk
segment on the other side of the road and wherever existing driveways
would not interrupt the improvements, a 6-inch (street-side) asphalt berm
would be backed by a 5-foot wide decomposed granite pathway.
In addition, the Project also proposes a system of public and private trails
and pathways for pedestrians, bicyclists, and equestrian users within the
Project site as described in Subsection 1.2.1.2 in Chapter 1.0 of the EIR.

CO-6

The Kauana Loa Drive / Harmony Grove Road intersection and street
segment Kauana Loa Drive east of Country Club Drive were analyzed
and impacts were calculated to be less than significant. In addition, the
Project includes a Project Design Feature to improve Kauana Loa Drive
from approximately 1,500 feet east of Country Club Drive to Harmony
Grove Road. Improvements include traffic calming measures such as
speed and curve signage, striping, “Bott’s Dots” along the centerline,
and radar speed signs in both directions approaching the angled curve
along this segment. Figure 1-15c of the Final EIR provides a conceptual
drawing of the proposed traffic calming features.
See Response CO-5 for information on pedestrians, bicyclists, and
equestrian users.

CO-7

General incidental neighborhood noise (sometimes termed “nuisance”
noise) generated from general residential activities may be audible at
the commenter’s residence but would be widely distributed throughout
the area; no single event would be great enough to generate a significant
noise increase to the off-site neighborhood residences. The County Noise
Ordinance [36.404] establishes prohibitions for disturbing, offensive,
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CO-8

or excessive noise and sets sound level limits for residential properties
(a one-hour average of 50 dBA during the daytime and 45 dBA during
nighttime hours). It is unlawful for any person to cause or allow the
creation of noise that exceeds the applicable limits of the noise ordinance
beyond the boundaries on which the sound is produced.
The comment reiterates the summary included in the EIR. No response
is required.

CO-9

See Response K-26b with respect to reducing air quality impacts through
adopting a Project alternative with fewer residential units.

CO-10a

The commenter is not specific about how the Proposed Project is in
contradiction with this guiding principle. The Proposed Project would
reinforce the vitality and local economy by providing housing units in
proximity to major commercial and employment centers. The Project
would reinforce the individual character of the existing communities
through the semi-rural design of the Project, including conservation
of open space, an agricultural easement, and equestrian and other
recreational amenities.

CO-10b

The commenter is not specific about how the Proposed Project is in
contradiction with this guiding principle. The Proposed Project would
set aside biological open space to preserve habitat and natural resources.
Where the Project would impact sensitive vegetation or habitat, mitigation
measures have been proposed that would reduce such impacts to a less
than significant level.

CO-10c

The commenter is not specific about how the Proposed Project is in
contradiction with this guiding principle. The development has been
designed to account for physical constrains and the natural hazards of
the land.

CO-10d

The commenter is not specific about how the Proposed Project is in
contradiction with this guiding principle. See Response D-1 regarding
how the Project fits in and supports a multi-modal transportation network.

CO-10e

The commenter is not specific about how the Proposed Project is
in contradiction with this guiding principle. Please refer to Topical
Response: Greenhouse Gasses Analysis with respect to Project Design
Features and emission minimizing features included and the project’s
commitment to net zero GHG emissions.

CO-10f

The commenter is not specific about how the Proposed Project is in
contradiction with this guiding principle. See Response I-69a regarding
preservation of agricultural resources.

CO-10g

The commenter is not specific about how the Proposed Project is in
contradiction with this guiding principle. See Response BH-2 regarding
community input into the Project design
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CO-11d

Subchapter 4.3 of the EIR analyzes the General Plan Density Alternative.
It was determined that the alternative would not meet a majority of the
primary Project objectives as stated in Subchapter 1.1.
See Response I-63 regarding the infeasibility of connecting to La Moree
Road.
See Response CO-7 regarding noise from Project residents. The EIR
analyzed noise impacts associated with general residential noise and offsite traffic noise and impacts are less than significant at your property;
therefore no mitigation is required.
See Responses F-2 and AD-5 regarding the nature of proposed Project
grading.
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